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A smoothing property (S0)t for Fre chet spaces is introduced generalizing the
classical concept of smoothing operators which are important in the proof of
NashMoser inverse function theorems. For Fre chetHilbert spaces property (0) in
standard form in the sense of D. Vogt is shown to be sufficient for (S0)t . For
instance, the spaces E(K ) of infinitely differentiable functions in the sense of
Whitney have property (S0)t for an arbitrary compact K/Rn; applications to
extensions of Whitney functions with estimates are included. In a forthcoming
paper, an inverse function theorem will be proved for Fre chet spaces with
properties (S0)t and (DN); this applies to E(K ) if the compact K=K1 /Rn is
subanalytic.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The construction of solutions of many nonlinear problems in the theory
of ordinary and partial differential equations is furnished by constructive
existence proofs based on an iterative approximation process; Picard’s
method and Newton’s algorithm are best known. When iterative techniques
are applied in Fre chet spaces a difficulty may occur which Moser [7]
called the problem of ‘‘loss of derivatives.’’ Nash [8] overcame this
obstacle applying the technique of a one-parameter family of smoothing
operators in his solution of the isometric imbedding problem for
Riemannian manifolds; Moser [7] fashioned this basic idea into an
abstract implicit function theorem for Fre chet spaces. Meanwhile many
so called NashMoser inverse function theorems have been proved
where the loss of derivatives is compensated by smoothing operators
([35, 17]).
However, a result of Vogt [24] shows that in the nuclear case, which is
the most important in applications, only a small class of Fre chet spaces can
support such smoothing operators; these spaces are necessarily tamely
isomorphic to a power series space of infinite type (cf. [24, 3.1]) and have
properties (DN) and (0) in standard form in the sense of Vogt [24]. For
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instance, the spaces E(K ) of C-functions on K admit smoothing operators
if the compact K/RN has smooth (e.g. C1) boundary; on the other hand,
Vogt shows in [27] that smoothing operators do in general not exist for
E(K ) if the boundary of K has singularities like cusps.
In this paper a smoothing property (S0)t for Fre chet spaces is intro-
duced generalizing the concept of smoothing operators. For Fre chet
Hilbert spaces property (0) in standard form is shown to be sufficient for
(S0)t . The spaces C(0) for an open 0/RN and the spaces E(K) of
C-functions on K in the sense of Whitney for an arbitrary compact
K/RN satisfy (S0)t . In contrast to the existence of smoothing operators,
property (S0)t does not imply any interpolation conditions of the form
& &2kck & &k&1 & &k+1 and not even the existence of a continuous norm;
only (0)-type conditions and by no means (DN)-type conditions are
necessary for (S0)t .
The smoothing property (S0)t implies the existence of decompositions of
the form x=S%x+(x&S% x) satisfying precisely the classical estimates of
smoothing operators with the only difference that the term &x&m on the
right hand side is replaced by logarithmically convex apriori estimates for
&x&m (cf. 3.4.). This smoothing property is a suitable tool to prove an
inverse function theorem for a general class of Fre chet spaces. In a
forthcoming paper such a theorem will be proved for Fre chet spaces which
are required to satisfy property (S0)t and the topological condition (DN)
in the sense of Vogt [20] (cf. [13]); it is remarkable that no tamely
invariant form of property (DN) is needed (which might be suggested by
the negative example in [5]). For instance, this result applies to partial dif-
ferential operators on E(K ) if the compact K/RN satisfies a generalized
cone condition in the sense of Tidten [18] or if K is subanalytic in the
sense of Bierstone [1].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a basic technique of
‘‘nonlinear splitting’’ is introduced as a nonlinear modification of the
(0)(DN)-splitting theorem of Vogt [21]. In contrast to the linear split-
ting result, no (DN)-type property is required; for a linear equation in
Fre chet spaces the technical proposition 2.1 implies the existence of solu-
tions satisfying estimates in terms of logarithmically convex apriori
estimates of the right hand side provided the linear map is tamely surjective
and its kernel satisfies a suitable (0)-type condition. In 5.2 an application
of 2.1 is given to nonlinear extensions with estimates of Whitney functions
from arbitrary compact sets in RN.
In Section 3 the smoothing property (S0)t is introduced and the above
mentioned decomposition theorem 3.4 is proved as an application of 2.1
Section 4 contains sufficient conditions for property (S0)t. For tamely
nuclear spaces the necessary condition (0DZ) is sufficient as well; for
Fre chetHilbert spaces the easier condition (0) in standard form implies
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property (S0)t . The proofs are based on results of tame structure theory on
the existence of standard exact sequences and on tame splitting theorems.
Section 5 contains applications to spaces E(K ) of Whitney functions. As a
technical lemma we show in 5.1. that the spaces D(K; L) admit classical
smoothing operators for arbitrary compacts K, L/RN with K/L1 ; this
improves a result of Tidten [18]. First of all, in the first section, we state
the basic notations which are needed in this paper.
The contents of this paper form a part of the author’s Habilita-
tionsschrift.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We use the concept of tame linear maps between graded Fre chet spaces
(over K=R or C) introduced by Hamilton in [3] (cf. [14]). A graded
Fre chet space E is one equipped with a fixed sequence of continuous semi-
norms & &0& &1& &2 } } } defining the topology; the sequence is called
grading. If the grading consists of seminorms which are induced by semi-
scalar products then E is called a graded Fre chetHilbert space. Graded sub-
spaces and graded quotient spaces are endowed with the induced gradings, the
product E_F with &(x, y)&k=sup[&x&k , &y&k], x # E, y # F, and EN0=>0 E
with the grading &(xi)&k=supki=0 &x
i&k , x=(xi)i=0 # E
N0.
A linear map T : E  F between graded Fre chet spaces is called tame if
there exist an integer b and constants ck so that &Tx&kck &x&k+b for all
k and x; if b=0 then T is called normwisely tame. A linear bijection T is
called a tame isomorphism if both T and T &1 are tame; two gradings on
E are called tamely equivalent if identity is a tame isomorphism. A short
exact sequence of graded Fre chet spaces 0  F wi G wq E  0 is called
tamely exact if the sequence is algebraically exact (i injective, q surjective,
im i=ker q), and the given gradings on E (resp. F ) are tamely equivalent
to the by G induced gradings as quotient space (resp. subspace). If q admits
a tame right inverse then we say that the sequence splits tamely and call
E resp. F a tame direct summand of G. The pair (E, F ) of graded
Fre chet(Hilbert) spaces is called a tame (Hilbert) splitting pair if for each
graded Fre chet(Hilbert) space G all tamely exact sequences of the above
form split tamely (cf. [25]). The above notions are analogously defined
with ‘‘normwisely tame’’ in place of ‘‘tame.’’
For a seminorm & & on E and , # E* let &,&*=sup[ |,(x)| : &x&1]
denote the (extended real valued) dual norm. For a graded Fre chet space
E let Ek denote the Banach space obtained by completion of Eker & &k
with respect to & &k . We then have canonical maps i km : Em  Ek , mk,
and i k : E  Ek .
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Ko the sequence spaces are graded as follows: Let a=(aj, k)j=1, k=0 be a
matrix so that 0aj, kaj, k+1 for all j, k and supk aj, k>0 for all j. For
1q< we put
*q(a)={x=(xj)j=1/K : &x&k=\:j |xj |
q aqj, k+
1q
<+ for all k= .
*(a) is defined analogously with &x&k=supj |xj | aj, k . For a graded
Fre chet space E we also consider the graded Fre chet space
*q(a, E )=*q(a)[E] defined by
*q(a, E )={x=(xj)j=1/E : &x&k=\:j &xj&
q
k a
q
j, k+
1q
<+ for all k=
for 1q< and with the obvious modification in the case q= .
For a sequence 0:1:2. . . Z+ we consider the power series
space of infinite type 4q(:)=*
q(a) with aj, k=ek:j; likewise the space
4q(:, E )=4
q
(:)[E ] is defined. In particular we put s
q
= =4
q
(:) where
:j== log( j ), =>0, and s= s2= , s
q=sq1 , s=s1 and |=K
N0. We note that
s=$s$ tamely isomorphic if and only if ==$ (cf. [12], 6.5.).
A graded Fre chet space E is called tamely nuclear (cf. [11, 3]) if there
exist =>0 and q0 such that the approximation numbers of the canonical
maps satisfy estimates an(Ek+m  Ek)ck, m(n+1)&=(m&q) for suitable
constants ck, m>0 and all mq, k0, n0, or, equivalently by means of
a tame version of Komura’s imbedding theorem (cf. [11, 3.2]), if E is
tamely isomorphic to a graded subspace of (s2= )
N for a suitable =>0.
Obviously, this definition of tame nuclearity coincides with other tame
variants of common definitions of nuclearity.
We further need some tame variants of the topological properties (DN)
due to Vogt [20] and (0) due to Vogt and Wagner [28]. The Fre chet
space E has property (DN) resp. (0) if and only if there exist a grading
& &k on E and constants ck>0 so that
(i) (DN) & &2kck & &k&1 & &k+1 , k=1, 2, . . .
(ii) (0) & &k*2ck & &*k&1 & &*k+1 , k=1, 2, . . .
(cf. Vogt [26], 2.3, 3.3); if (i) resp. (ii) holds then we say that E is a (DN)
space (resp. (0) space) in standard form. Let E be a graded Fre chet space
and write
Uk=[x # E : &x&k1], Uk%=[, # E$ : &,&k*1].
We say that E has property (DNDZ) (cf. [11]) resp. (0DZ) (cf. [12]) resp.
(DNt) resp. (0t), if there exist b, p0 and constants cn>0 so that
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(DNDZ) \nb\r>0: U n%/cn \ ,
n&b
i=&p
ri+ p U%n&i++\ ,

k= p
cn+k
rk& p
U%n+k+
(0DZ) \np\r>0: Un/cn \ ,
n
i= p
ri& p Un&i++\ ,

k=&p
cn+k
rk+ p
Un+k+
(DNt) \bl<n+ p<m : & &m&ln cm & &
m&n& p
l & &
n&l+ p
m
(0t) \l+ p<n<m+ p : & &n*m&lcm & &l*m&n+ p & &m*n&l& p
These four properties are invariant with respect to tame isomorphisms,
graded subspaces (resp. quotient spaces) inherit the (DN)type (resp.
(0)type) properties from E. A (DN) space in standard form has property
(DNt), an (0) space in standard form has property (0t). Property (DNDZ)
implies (DNt) and property (0DZ) implies (0t); this follows from standard
arguments (cf. [20, 28]).
2. NONLINEAR SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS
WITH ESTIMATES
In this section we consider a tamely exact sequence
(*) 0  F  G wQ E  0
of graded Fre chet spaces. In the literature several tame splitting theorems
provide the existence of a tame linear right inverse for Q under the assump-
tion that F satisfies a certain (0)-type condition and E a certain (DN)-type
condition (cf., e.g., [11, 12, 14, 23]); for instance, Q admits a tame linear
right inverse provided that F has property (0DZ) and E is nuclear and has
property (DNDZ) (cf. [12, 3.5]).
The purpose of this section is to obtain ‘‘similar’’ results when E does not
satisfy any (DN)-type condition, only supposing an (0)-type condition for
F. A straightforward generalization is not possible: If Q has a tame linear
right inverse then E is a tame direct summand of G and hence inherits all
(DN)-type conditions from G (for instance, property (DNDZ) or even
smoothing operators in the sense of 3.1); also, if Q only has a nonlinear
right inverse satisfying tame estimates, then E still inherits (DN)-type con-
ditions from G (e.g., property (DNt) ). In view of the existence of standard
exact sequences for (0DZ)-spaces E (cf. Sect. 4) one hence has to suppose
at least property (DNDZ) (resp. (DNt) ) for E to obtain a general linear
(resp. nonlinear) tame splitting result; on the other hand, these properties
are indeed sufficient to obtain linear (cf. [12, 3.5]) resp. nonlinear (cf.
remark 2.2) right inverses with tame estimates.
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If we do not asssume any (DN)-type condition we therefore have to give
up the tame estimates of the right inverse; we set up the following techni-
que: Instead of requiring the seminorms &y&n on the right hand side of the
equation Qx= y to be logarithmically convex, we consider logarithmically
convex apriori estimates for &y&n and prove the existence of a solution x
with tame estimates in terms of the given apriori estimates; in general, the
solution x depends on the chosen apriori estimates. For the proof of the
following proposition 2.1. see also [12, 3.4; 23, 2.2].
2.1. Proposition. Let (V) be a tamely exact sequence of graded Fre chet
spaces and let F have property (0DZ). Then there exist an integer b0 and
constants cn>0 such that the following holds: If y # E satisfies estimates
&y&nAn for all n where AnAn+1 and A2nAn&1 An+1 for all n, then
there exists a solution x # G of the equation Qx= y such that &x&ncnAn+b
for all n.
Proof. By assumption there exist an integer d0, constants
1CnCn+1 , and mappings Rn : E  G with Q b Rn=idE so that
&Rn( y)&nCn &y&n+d for all y # E, n=0, 1, ... . We write Un=
[x # G : Qx=0, &x&Gn 1]. Since F has property (0DZ) there are an integer
p0 and constants 1DnDn+1 such that
Un/Dn \ ,
n
i= p
ri& p Un&i++\ ,

k=&p
Dn+kr&k& pUn+k+
for all n p and all r>0. We now fix 0{ y # E satisfying the estimates in
the proposition. Then An{0 for all n, and by homogeneity we may assume
A0=1. We put zn=Rn( y) and T n=zn+1&zn # (Cn+Cn+1) An+d+1Un .
For n p we then choose a decomposition T n=tn+(T n&tn) with Qtn=0
by applying the (0DZ)-condition with r=r(n)=(2(Cn+Cn+1) DnBn)&1
where Bp=1 and
Bn= max
n&p&1
i=0 \
An+d+1
Ai+d+ p+1+
(1(n&i& p))
1
if n p+1. For m0 and n p we get the estimate
An+d+1Bm+ p&nn Am+d+ p+1
which is clear if m=n& p or n= p, follows from the definition of Bn if
m<n& p, and is true for m>n& p1 since by logarithmically convexity
of An we have
Am&in+d+1A
m+p&n
i+d+ p+1 A
n&i&p
m+d+ p+1
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for all 0in& p&1. For m0 and nm+ p+1 we obtain
&tn&m(Cn+Cn+1) An+d+1Dnrn&m& p2m+ p&nAm+d+ p+1
and for pnm+ p we have
&T n&tn&mDm(Cn+Cn+1) An+d+1rn&m& p
2m+ p&n Dm+1m+ p(Cm+ p+Cm+ p+1)
m+1 Am+d+ p+1
D$m2&nAm+d+ p+1
where D$m=2m+ pDm+1m+ p(Cm+ p+Cm+ p+1)
m+1. We now can define
x=zp + :

n= p
tn=zm+ p+1& :
m+p
n= p
(T n&tn)+ :

n=m+ p+1
tn .
The assertion follows (with b=d+ p+1) from the estimates
&x&m&zm+ p+1&m+ p+1+ :
m+p
n= p
&T n&tn&m + :

n=m+ p+1
&tn&m
Cm+ p+1Am+d+ p+1+ :

n= p
2&n D$mAm+d+ p+1
(Cm+ p+1+2 D$m ) Am+d+ p+1 .
2.2. Remarks. If E has property (DNt) in the situation of proposition
2.1. then we put An=&y&n and a slight modification of the proof of 2.1,
gives a nonlinear tame right inverse for Q, i.e., a (nonlinear) map R : E  G
with Q b R=idE satisfying &R( y)&ncn &y&n+a for all n with a suitable
fixed a0 and constants cn>0. In particular, for E=*1(a) # (DNt) the
above reasoning immediately gives the existence of a tame linear right
inverse for Q.
3. THE SMOOTHING PROPERTY (S0)t FOR FRE CHET SPACES
In this section a smoothing property (S0)t for Fre chet spaces is intro-
duced generalizing the concept of classical smoothing operators. We first
state the usual definition of smoothing operators (without requiring
linearity) which are frequently used in the literature (see, e.g., [3, 4, 7, 8, 24]).
3.1. Definition. The graded Fre chet space E has property (S)t if there
exist b, p0 and constants cn>0 such that for each %1 there is a (not
necessarily linear) map S% : E  E so that
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&S%x&ncn%n+ p&k &x&k for all bkn+ p, x # E
&x&S%x&nck %n+ p&k &x&k for all kn+ p, x # E.
If we can choose b= p=0 then we say that E has property (S)t0 .
3.2. Remarks. If property (S)t is given by means of linear operators S%
then it implies properties (DNDZ) and (0DZ) (cf. [11], 5.2., [12], 4.4.);
property (S)t implies properties (DNt) and (0DZ). Tame direct summands
of Ehence tamely isomorphic spaces as wellinherit property (S)t from
E. Any power series space of infinite type 4q(:) (just as 4
q
(:, B) for a
Banach space B) has property (S)t0 with linear operators S% . Conversely,
Vogt proves in [24] that any nuclear space E with property (S)t is tamely
isomorphic to some power series space 4q(:); in place of condition (S)t it
here is enough to suppose properties (DNt) and (0t) (cf. [24, 3.1]).
3.3. Definition. The graded Fre chet space E has property (S0)t if
there exists a tamely exact sequence of graded Fre chet spaces
0  F  G  E_H  0
so that F has property (0DZ) and G has property (S)t . If, in addition, G
has property (S)t0 then we say that E has property (S0)t0 .
Property (S0)t implies property (0DZ); the converse is true in the tamely
nuclear case (cf. Sect. 4). Property (S0)t does not imply any (DN)type
condition (cf. Sect. 4). By definition, tame direct summands of E inherit
property (S0)t from E .
3.4. Theorem. Let the graded Fre chet space E have property (S0)t . Then
there exist integers b, p0 and constants cn>0 such that the following is
true: If x # E satisfies estimates &x&nAn for all n where AnAn+1 and
A2nAn&1An+1 for all n, then for each %1 there exists an element S%x # E
such that
&S% x&ncn %n+ p&kAk for all bkn+ p
&x&S% x&nck %n+ p&kAk for all kn+ p.
Remark. The expression ‘‘S% x’’ in the previous theorem is just a nota-
tion, we have to observe that ‘‘S% ’’ denotes by no means a mapping since
S% x depends on the given apriori estimates An for &x&n . Obviously, for
each sequence &x&n there exists a logarithmically convex and increasing
majorant An . If E has property (DN) in standard form, i.e.
& &2ncn & &n&1 & &n+1 for all n, then we can put An=Cn &x&n for suitable
constants Cn and we get back the classical property (S)t .
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Proof of Theorem 3.4. By definition, property (S0)t gives a tamely
exact sequence
0  F  G w
Q
E_H  0
where G has property (S)t (with b$, p$, c$n , S$% in 3.1) and the sequence
satisfies the assertion of 2.1. with b", c"n in place of b, cn in 2.1. We consider
the canonical mappings i1: E  E_H and ?1 : E_H  E defined by
i1x=(x, 0) and ?1(x, h)=x.
We fix x # E satisfying the estimates of the theorem. Since these estimates
hold for i1x as well, 2.1. gives an element R(x)=R(i1x) # G so that
Q(R(x))=i1x, hence ?1Q(R(x))=x, and &R(x)&nc"n An+b" for all n .
Since the sequence is tamely exact there are a0 and cn$$$>0 so that
&?1Qy&ncn$$$ &y&n+a for all y # G and all n. We put S% x=?1QS$%(R(x)).
Then we obtain with b=b$+b" and p= p$+b"+a the estimates
&S% x&ncn$$$ &S$%(R(x))&n+a
cn$$$c$n+a%n+a+ p$+b"&k &R(x)&k&b"
cn$$$c$n+ac"k&b"%n+ p&kAk
for all bk n+ p, and
&x&S%x&ncn$$$ &R(x)&S$%(R(x))&n+a
cn$$$c$k&b"%n+a+ p$+b"&k &R(x)&k&b"
cn$$$c$k&b"c"k&b"%n+ p&kAk
for all k n+ p. This proves the assertion.
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE
SMOOTHING PROPERTY (S0)t
Property (0DZ) has been introduced in [12] in order to characterize the
quotient spaces of s in the tame category; this condition (0DZ) is necessary
for the smoothing property (S0)t . The following result of [12] shows that
for tamely nuclear spaces property (0DZ) is also sufficient for property (S0)t .
4.1. Theorem. For a graded Fre chet space E the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) E is tamely nuclear and has property (0DZ).
(ii) E is tamely isomorphic to a graded quotient space of s= for some
=>0 .
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(iii) There exist =>0 and a tamely exact sequence 0  s=  s= 
E  0.
(iv) E is tamely nuclear and has property (S0)t .
Proof. (i)  (ii)  (iii) is shown in [12, 7.1, 7.3]; (iii) O (iv) O (i) are
trivial.
4.2. Example. The space C(0) has property (S0)t for each open set
0/RN ; here for an arbitrary exhaustion K0/K1 1/K1/K1 2/. . . of 0 with
compact sets Kk/0 the grading on C (0) is given by
| f |k= sup
|:|k
sup
x # Kk
|:f (x)|, f # C(0).
Proof. It is enough to show that C(0) is a tame direct summand of
(s1N)N since for E=(s=)N, =>0, there exists a tamely exact sequence of the
form 4.1 (iii) ([23, 3.3, or 15]). We put K $n=Kn "K1 n&3 (with Kj=< if
j<0), choose n # D(K $n), 0n1, so that n=1 in Kn&1"K1 n&2 and
put  :=n n and ,n=n . Note that  # C(0), 1 and ,n # D(K $n)
with n ,n=1 in 0. We equip D(K $n) with its natural grading (cf. Sect. 5)
and consider the mappings A : C(0)  >n=0 D(K $n), f [ (,n f )

n=0 ,
B : >n=0 D(K $n)  C
(0), ( fn)n=0 [ 

n=0 fn . Then A, B define tame
linear maps such that BA=id, and C(0) is a tame direct summand of
>n=0 D(K $n). This proves the assertion since for a compact K/R
N with
non empty interior we have D(K)$s1N tamely isomorphic with a shift
with respect to the norm index independent of K (cf. [13, 13.3]).
Next we investigate sufficient conditions for property (S0)t for
Fre chetHilbert spaces without nuclearity assumptions. We need the
following lemma of Vogt:
4.3. Lemma. For each graded Fre chet space F there exists a tamely exact
sequence
0  s[F]  s[F]  F N  0.
A proof for the case F=K based on the ‘‘Borel-sequence’’ is contained
in [12, 6.11] (cf. Vogt [20, 1.6]). The general case follows by taking the
tensor product with F since s is tamely nuclear.
From 4.3 we obtain using standard techniques of Vogt (cf. [21, 3.3]) the
following lemma which we shall apply in 4.7 only for Hilbert spaces F.
4.4. Lemma. Let E, F be graded Fre chet spaces (resp. graded Fre chet
Hilbert spaces). Assume that (i) and (ii) hold.
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(i) There exists a tamely exact sequence 0  E  F N  FN  0.
(ii) The pairs (s[F], E ) and (s[F], s[F]) are tame splitting pairs
(resp. tame Hilbert splitting pairs).
Then there exists a tamely exact sequence of the form
0  s[F]  s[F]  E_s[F]  0.
Proof. We apply the standard construction in [21, 3.3] with the exact
sequences of 4.3 and (i) and obtain a graded Fre chet(Hilbert) space H
and a commutative diagram with tamely exact columns and rows:
0 0
0 ww E F N F N 0
0 ww E H s[F] ww 0
s[F] s[F]
0 0
The second row splits tamely by (ii), hence H$E_s[F] tamely
isomorphic. The same procedure yields a commutative diagram with
tamely exact columns and rows:
0 0
0 ww s[F] ww E_s[F] F N 0
0 ww s[F] G s[F] ww 0
s[F] s[F]
0 0
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Since the second row splits tamely we have G$s[F]_s[F]$s[F]
tamely isomorphic, and the first column gives the assertion.
We further need the following Lemma due to Vogt:
4.5. Lemma (Vogt [25, 2.2]; [22, 1.1]; cf. Palamodov [9, 5.2]). For any
graded Fre chet space E the canonical resolution
0  E wi ‘
k
Ek w
_ ‘
k
Ek  0
is tamely exact; here ix=(i kx)k and _(xk)=(ikk+1 xk+1&xk)k .
4.6. Lemma (cf. Vogt [26, 3.1], Pohlmann [10, 6.4]). For any graded
Fre chet space E there exist a Banach space F and a tamely exact sequence
0  E  F N  FN  0.
If E is a graded Fre chetHilbert space then there exists such a Hilbert
space F .
Proof. We choose a Banach space F so that all local Banach spaces Ek
attached to (E, & &k) are complemented subspaces of F , for instance we put
F={x=(xk) # ‘k Ek : &x&=\:k &xk &
2
Ek+
12
<+= .
If all Ek are Hilbert spaces then F is a Hilbert space as well. For each k
we choose a topological complement Fk of Ek in F so that F$Ek_Fk .
Direct summation of the canonical resolution in 4.5. with the sequence
0  0  >k Fk w
id >k Fk  0 gives a tamely exact sequence
0  E  ‘
k
Ek_‘
k
Fk  ‘
k
Ek_‘
k
Fk  0.
The assertion follows since >k Ek_>k Fk$>k (Ek_Fk )$F N tamely
isomorphic.
We take the tame splitting theorem [14, 6.1] to prove the main result of
this section.
4.7. Theorem. For each graded Fre chetHilbert space E which is an
(0)-space in standard form there exists a Hilbert space H and a tamely
exact sequence of the form
0  s[H ]  s[H ]  E_s[H ]  0.
In particular, E has properties (0DZ) and (S0)t .
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Proof. By means of [14, 6.1] the pairs (s[H ], s[H ]) and (s[H ], E )
are tame Hilbert splitting pairs for any Hilbert space H. Now 4.4 and 4.6
give the assertion.
5. APPLICATIONS TO C-FUNCTIONS ON
COMPACT SETS IN RN
In this section we show that the results of the previous sections can be
applied to the spaces E (K ) of infinitely differentiable functions on K in the
sense of Whitney for an arbitrary compact K/RN. We take the notation
of Malgrange [6] (cf. [16, 19]).
For a compact set K/RN let Jm(K ) denote the space of all jets
F=( f k) |k|m of order m, f k # C(K ), equipped with the norm
|F |m =|F | Km= sup
|k|m
sup
x # K
| f k(x)|;
we here use the usual convention |k|=k1+. . .+kN for a multiindex
k=(k1 , ..., kN). For g # Cm(RN) we obtain by restriction Jm(g)=
(kgxk) |k|m # Jm(K ). For F=( f k) |k|m # Jm(K ) we consider the
Taylor polynomial of order m of F at a # K defined by
T ma F(x)= :
|k|m
(x&a)k
k !
f k(a), x # RN.
We put Rma F=F&J
m(T ma F ). A jet F # J
m(K ) is called a Whitney function
of class Cm on K, F # Em(K ) for short (cf. [6, 2.3]), if
(Rmx F )
k ( y)=o( |x& y|m&|k| ) for x, y # K
and
|x& y|  0, |k|m.
The space Em(K ) is a Banach space (cf. [16, VII, 2.2]) equipped with the
Whitney norm
&F&Km=max[ |F |
K
m , sup
|k|m
sup
x, y # K, x{y
|(Rmx F )
k ( y)| |x& y| |k|&m].
We consider the canonical maps ’mm+1: E
m+1(K )  Em(K ), ( f k) |k|m+1 [
( f k) |k|m . The projective limit E (K )=limm Em(K ) is a graded Fre chet
space equipped with the norm system &F&m=&’mF&Km , F # E (K ), where
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’m : E (K )  Em(K ) denotes the canonical map. We choose a compact cube
L so that K/L1 and consider the spaces
D(L)=[ f # C(RN) : supp( f )/L]
D(K; L)={ f # D(L) : \ 
kf
xk+ |K=0 for all k=
equipped with the gradings defined by | f | Lm=sup|k|m supx # L
|(kfxk)(x)|, f # D(L). Let 9 : D(L)  E (K ) denote the restriction map
f [ ((kfxk) |K)k and let i : D(K; L)  D(L) be the inclusion map. Due to
Whitney’s extension theorem (cf. [6, 4.1]; [19, IV, 3]) the following
sequence is normwise tamely exact
0  (D(K; L), ( | | Lm)) w
i (D(L), ( | | Lm)) w
9 (E (K ), (& &Km))  0.
Tidten shows in [18] the topological property (0) for the spaces
D(K; L). To establish the smoothing property (S0)t for E (K ) we here
prove the following stronger result:
5.1. Lemma. Let K, L be compact sets in RN so that K/L1 . Then the
space D(K; L) admits linear smoothing operators. More precisely, there exist
constants ck>0 and for each $>0 a linear operator S$ : D(K; L)  D(K; L)
so that
|S$ f |kck $m&k | f | m , 0mk, f # D(K; L).
| f &S$ f |kcm $m&k | f | m , 0km, f # D(K; L).
In particular, D(K; L) has property (0DZ).
Remark. The lemma includes the case K=<; in this case D(K; L)=
D(L).
Proof. Since D(L)=D(L1 ) we may assume that L=L1 {<. We choose
\ # D(RN) so that \0, supp(\)/[x # RN : |x|1] and RN \(x) dx=1.
For each 0<$<1 we put \$(x)=$&N \(x$) and
K$=[x # RN : dist(x, K )$], L$=[x # L : dist(x, L)$].
For a suitable $0>0 and 0<$$0 we have K3$/L1 3${<. We fix
0<$$0 and set :$=\$ V /L2$"K2$ where /M denotes the characteristic
function of M. Then supp(:$)/L$"K$ and :$=1 in L3$"K3$ . There exist
constants ck>0 so that |:$ |kck $&k . For f # D(K; L), |:|k and x # K3$
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we obtain from Taylor’s theorem with suitable constants ck>0 the
inequality
|:f (x)|ck (3$)k&|:| | f |k ,
and the same estimate holds for x # L with dist(x, L)3$. Since
;(:$&1)=0 in L1 3$"K3$ for all ;, the Leibniz rule gives for f # D(K; L)
and |:|k the estimates
|:[(:$&1) f ]| 0c$k :
;: \
:
;+ $ |;|&|:|(3$)k&|;| | f |kc"k $k&|:| | f |k ,
hence |(:$&1) f |ncn, k $k | f |n+k for all n, k.
We now choose a function 8 # D([&1, 1]N) so that 8#1 in a
neighbourhood of 0 and put ,(x)=(2?)&N RN 8(!) e
ix! d! (i.e., , # S(RN)
and , =8) and ,$(x)=$&N,(x$). It is well known (see, e.g., Ho rmander
[4, 3.10]) that the functions
S $ f (x)=(,$ V f )(x)=|
RN
,$( y) f (x& y) dy, f # D(L)
satisfy formally both estimates of the Lemma. We put S$ f =h$=
:$(,$ V f ). Then we have h$ # D(K; L). For x # L1 3$"K3$ the desired
estimates are clear. For x # K3$ or x # L with dist(x, L)3$ and
|:|=km we obtain
|:[:$( f V ,$)](x)| :
;: \
:
;+ ck$ |;|&|:| |;( f V ,$)(x)|
c$k sup
|;|m&1
$ |;|&k ( |;f (x)|
+| f& f V ,$ | |;| )+c$k sup
k
i=m
$ i&k | f V ,$ | i
c"k sup
|;|m&1
$ |;|&k $m&|;| | f | m
+c"k sup
k
i=m
$i&k $ m&i | f | m
ck$$$ $m&k | f |m ,
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and for 0km we have the inequalities
| f &:$( f V ,$)|k|(1&:$) f |k+|:$( f & f V ,$)|k
cm $m&k | f | m+cm sup
k
i=0
|:$ |k&i | f & f V ,$ | i
cm $m&k | f | m+c$m sup
k
i=0
$i&k $m&i | f | mc"m $m&k | f | m .
Putting S$ f =0 if $>$0 we obtain the assertion.
We now can apply the results of the previous sections to the spaces
E (K ). As a first application, we obtain the following result on the non-
linear extension of Whitney functions with estimates.
5.2. Theorem. Let K/RN be compact and let L be a compact cube in
RN so that K/L1 . Then there exist constants ck>0 so that the following is
true:
(i) If F=( f :): # E (K ) satisfies &F&Kk Ak for all k where AkAk+1
and A2kAk&1 Ak+1 for all k, then there exists an extension F # D(L) (i.e.
:F |K= f : for all :) so that |F | Lk ckAk+1 for all k.
(ii) If E (K ) has (DN) in standard form then there exist ck>0 so that
for each F # E (K ) there is an extension F # D(L) so that |F | Lk ck &F&
K
k+1
for all k.
Proof. (i) follows from 2.1 and 5.1 and (ii) is clear.
The above theorem applies to arbitrary K without any assumption on
the boundary. Vogt proves in [27] the existence of a tame linear extension
operator E(K )  E(RN) for compact convex K/RN; in this case, E(K ) has
property (DN) in standard form (cf. [27], 1.1.). Also in this situation, 5.2.
(ii) gives extensions without linearity but with good estimates instead.
Equally well we can establish the smoothing property (S0)t for the
spaces E(K ) .
5.3. Theorem. Let K/RN be an arbitrary compact set. Then the space
E(K ) has the smoothing property (S0)t . Moreover, theorem 3.4. holds for
E(K ) with b= p=1.
Proof. This follows from 3.4 and 5.1.
5.4. Remarks. Of course, theorems 5.2 and 5.3 can also be applied to
spaces of ordinary C-functions without the notation of Whitney jets. Let
K/RN be compact so that K=K1 . Then C(K )=m Cm(K ) is a graded
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Fre chet space for the norms | | Km . We call a connected set A/R
N regular
in Whitney’s sense, A # W, if there exists a constant c>0 so that any two
points x, y # A can be joined by a rectifiable curve in A with length
c |x& y| (cf. [29]). If K # W then the norms | | Km and & &
K
m are equivalent
on Em(K ) (cf. [29, 19, 2.6; 16, VII, 2.4, Satz 4]); if K1 # W then K # W as
well (cf. [29, 16, VII, 2.4, Lemma 4]); if K1 # W then the map
f [ (kfxk) |k|m is an isomorphism of Banach spaces Cm(K )  Em(K )
(cf. [16, VII, 2.4, Satz 5]). In the latter case we hence may identify the
spaces C(K )=E(K ) as graded Fre chet spaces by means of the map
f [ (kfxk) |k|0; accordingly, the results 5.2 and 5.3 also apply to the
spaces C(K ) equipped with the norms | | Km if K=K1 and K1 is regular in
Whitney’s sense.
Finally we mention that the spaces E(K ) do not admit classical smooth-
ing operators in the sense of 3.1 and not even have property (DNt) if the
boundary of K has for instance singularities like cusps. For example, Vogt
shows in [27] that for
Kr=[(x, y) # R2 : 0x1, 0yxr]
and an integer r2 the space E(K ) is not tamely isomorphic to a power
series space of infinite type; since E(K ) has property (0t) by means of
Whitney’s theorem, it hence can neither have property (DNt) nor admit
smoothing operators because of [24, 3.1]. Due to the lack of property
(DNt) also the assertion of 5.2 (ii) can not hold for Kr if r2; it is hence
for general K inevitable to consider apriori estimates as in 5.2 (i).
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